Abstract-From Cyber Physical System (CPS) perspective, it is nature for the system to tightly couple the communications and computing aspects with its physical dynamics. In this paper, we investigate this characteristic for multi-agent formation control in Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET). We manage to measure the real time wireless network congestion, implement a wireless QoS mechanism to provide different network channel access priorities and come up with the emergency calculation. Based on these, we present our adaptive approach for formation control. To examine the benefit of our approach, we use a co-simulation tool that we have developed for evaluating networked control & cyber physical system to study a specific scenario, in which five follower agents plus one leader perform a specific formation within a MANET with different congestion conditions. Through simulation experiments, it is showed that our approach could adaptively adjust sample periods and network channel access priorities according to real time dynamics emergencies and the network traffics condition, so as to optimize network utilization and improve the formation control performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
From the definition of Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) [1, 2] -integration of computation with physical processes whose operations are monitored, coordinated and controlled by a computing and communication core, we confirm that CPSs are distributed multi-agent networked computing. It is no doubt that consensus problem [3] is a research direction. Considering Automated Highway System (AHS) [4] is one of CPS's main applications and the next work we are going to do, we start with studying formation control [5] -a typical consensus problem. Different from traditional Networked Control System (NCS) or distributed computing, CPS emphasizes that the controlled processes and the communication network should be more interacted in all kinds of layers; tight coupling of communications, computing and physical dynamics is prominent. For formation control, real-time is promised, thus network induced delays and packet losses are critical for control performances. From CPS perspective, with tight coupling, we can efficiently make use of the limited network by coordinating agents to produce traffics and access communication channel.
The idea similar to tight coupling is not rare in NCS domain, which is known as co-design of control and networking. To optimize the overall control performance, relations among sampling rate, control cost and communicate demand have been investigated in [6] , and an optimization problem was formulated. However, network configuration (such as QoS) is not within consideration. A tighter cross-layer co-design solution was presented in [7] . Considering packet delay and loss, a programming problem which aims to maximizes a utility function as to adaptively adjust sampling rate and ensure control performance was proposed. But solving the nonlinear optimal problem is just too complicated for large scale and heterogeneous NCSs. Also being influenced by CPS, reference [8] has examined the tight coupling characteristic for a cooperative vehicle safety (CVS) system. To analyze how mutual dependence of physical, estimation/tracking and communication processes is exhibited, the relationships among information dissemination rate (IDR), channel occupancy and tracking MSE have been studied. Thus, a CPS component interaction and tightly coupled design method was developed. Simulations showed that control performance improvement was significant. However, this approach is only applied to CVS system. Through reading more articles in designing NCS [9] [10] [11] [12] , we realize that existing works are either lack of enough tight coupling of communications, computing and physical dynamics or too complicated for a real-world system deployment. Moreover, there is little research on multi-agent formation control considering co-design of control and networking. This gives the motivation of this paper. Combining real-time network congestion, system emergency, wireless network QoS and sampling rate together, we propose our adaptive approach for multi-agent formation control, thereby to study the principle of CPS. This paper is organized as follows. In section II, we introduce the background. In section III, we present our adaptive approach for multi-agent formation control.
Simulation and performance analysis are given in section IV. Finally, this paper is concluded in section V.
II. BACKGROUND

A. Multi-Agent Formation Control in MANET
In academe, formation control strategies are mainly divided into: behavior-based [13] , leader-follower [14] , graph-based [15] , and artificial potentials [16] . They all have their own advantages and disadvantages. Summing up all of them and considering some particular assumptions we have made, we propose our own formation control strategy, which is composed of the leader-follower and artificial potentials strategies.
Suppose 
is the collection of adjoin neighbors of agent i. Parameter  is adjustable, and  is the repulsive range.
where c is a parameter. In this way, navigation farce n i f is proportional to the velocity difference from leader.
where M  is a matrix used to make ). This detouring force is added to avoid the balance between attractive and repulsive forces which is known as the local minima problem for artificial potentials approach.
We assume all agents have preset the formation matrix. They periodically broadcast their states (normally, positions and velocities) through MANET, and the movement of the leader follows a predefined reference trajectory. Without considering network delay and loss, under above control law, it can be proved that agents can converge to their desired positions so as to perform the preset formation. Due to the space limitation, we have to omit the prove process here. In this paper, we assume that in our MANET, time within all network nodes is synchronized. Actually, time synchronizing in wireless network is feasible by using some protocols [18] . Under this assumption, an agent not only broadcasts its position and velocity, but also the time when its state is sampled, all in one packet. When an agent receives a packet, it compares the sampled time with its local current time, plus making use of the sampled positions and velocities to estimate its neighbors' current positions. Actually, in the simulations in section IV, the formation control law uses these estimated positions instead of the sampled positions.
B. A Co-Simulation Tool for CPS Evaluation
As researches of CPS needed, in the past two years, we have developed a co-simulation tool for networked control & cyber physical system evaluation [19] , which integrates the dynamic control system simulator-Ptolemy II with the network simulator-NS 2, therefore capable of simulating CPS with realistic low layer network. With this tool in hand, we have the ability to study and examine many principles and ideas derived from CPS. Using this co-simulation tool, in this paper, we evaluate our adaptive approach for multi-agent formation control via simulations.
III. ADAPTIVE APPROACH FOR MULTI-AGENT FORMATION CONTROL
Roughly, we are going to obtain real time network traffic congestion degrees and agents' current emergency degrees. By inspecting these two factors, agents compute new broadcast periods and assign appropriate access categories (ACs) to the corresponding network interfaces, so as to accomplish adaptive adjustment.
A. Wireless Network Congestion Measurement
Several papers have discussed the measurement of congestion in the wireless medium. All of them are making use of the medium utilization [20] [21] [22] . Here, we have implemented the so-called passive approach, which accumulate the channel idle time by monitoring the PhyIdle and PhyBusy indications that implemented in 802.11 wireless network interfaces. In [20] , through the similar method, measuring the channel busy time is implemented for Atheros AR5212 chipset radios, thus it is showed that this congestion measurement in a real wireless network card is feasible. To integrate with our simulation tool, we implement a C++ class in NS-2 for monitoring the channel state. In NS-2.34, an overhaul model of IEEE 802.11 [23] is capable of simulating more realistic wireless networking. In this model, the C++ code file mac-802_11Ext.cc is responsible for MAC layer implementation, and class ChannelStateMgr is in charge of managing wireless channel state. By capturing events of ChannelStateMgr, we can be notified when channel state has changed. In order to gain real time congestion, we record the channel idle time in the latest N s time slots of an interval of D. Fig. 1 gives the implementation of real time congestion measurement in NS-2. Fraction C of time when the wireless channel is idle can be calculated as following:
. We use C to indicate network real time congestion degree. When C decreases, network congestion degree increases. Fig. 2 shows the congestion measurement in a simulation scenario in that the wireless channel transmit rate is 3Mb/s, and the number of participant nodes who broadcast their packets at a rate of 828bytes*10packets/s increase 10 every 10 seconds. We can see that our congestion measurement can effectively report the real time traffic of wireless network channel. When the number of participant nodes reaches 50, wireless channel become saturated, therefore C < 0.1.
B. Implementation of QoS in MANET
Different from [24] , which have designed an approach to support QoS in MANET based CAC scheme for certain transmission flows. We look for QoS implementation in wireless one hop communication. We adopt the idea of EDCA (Enhanced Distributed Channel Access) in the 802.11e draft [25] , which has been comprehensively investigated in [26] , through the performance, it was proved to be available. Standard IEEE 802.11 proposes with its EDCA a way of providing differentiated channel access to data traffic with different priorities. We implement this priority mechanism to provide three different types of traffic depending on its Access Category (AC). The prioritized traffic differs to the non-priority traffic (AC=0) by using interframe spaces AIFSD [AC] Figure 3 . The transmission delays, packet receiving rates, and channel access time for different ACs Fig. 3 demonstrates the communication performance with different ACs with respect to transmission delay, packet receiving rate and channel access time. In this scenario, nodes broadcast their packets at a rate of 228bytes*50packets/s and the number of nodes for each AC is exactly the same. One can see that as the number of participant nodes increases (thus the network channel is more and more saturated), performances of different ACs are more and more obvious, nodes with higher priority AC have less transmission delay, higher receiving rate and smaller channel access time.
C. Emergency Assessment
As previously described, in our formation control, each agent periodically broadcasts its position, velocity and the sampled time. Control law uses the estimated positions as well as the sampled velocity to feedback control agents' dynamics. Obviously, an agent's velocity changing rate and sample interval are crucial for its neighbors' controlling. The faster an agent's velocity changes and the longer its sampling interval is, the agent is more intention to broadcast an update state, therefore the higher its emergency is. To describe this emergency, the following calculation is used:
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where () vt is the current velocity, () b vt is the sampled velocity which is broadcasted last time. Correspondingly, () b tt  is the time interval from the last sample time to the current time. Furthermore, we map this emergency to the scope [0.1,1) by using:
where K is a scale parameter that can be tuned to fix different setting accordingly.
D. Adaptive Adjustment
So far, we are able to measure the real time network congestion degrees, have implemented a QoS mechanism and can assess the current system emergency. The next step is to combine these components to adaptively adjust the sampling rate and channel access category (AC) to optimize the control performance and network utilization. References [27] [28] [29] have studied the variable sampling rate approach for NCS. Through them, we have learned that variable sampling is a perfect adaptive solution for NCS to deal with different network traffic conditions. However, all of these papers still lack of tight coupling of communications and physical dynamics. That's to say, they rarely consider how network congestion should affect the sampling rate and how system emergency and network QoS should be associated. Obviously, in a congested network, we should not simply reduce the sample period while the system is in urgency; instead, we should expand it to release the communication pressure. However, in this situation, we can give the system a higher channel access priority so as to expect of obtaining a higher transmission success rate to improve the control performance.
Based on the analysis above, not only consider the system emergency f E , but also network congestion degree C, the following equation is used to calculate the next sample period:
. max P and min P are the maximal and minimal periods respectively, which should be configured according to the specific system. By using this formula, we can see that if f E is big enough, P will be dominated by f E -the more system emergency is presented, the smaller sample period could be produced; if f E is small enough, P will be dominated by C-the busier network is, the bigger sample period could be produced. Moreover, the network channel AC is computed by:
where thresd is a threshold parameter. We can see that network QoS is determined also by combining the system emergency and network congestion degree together. The more system emergency and network congestion are, the higher network channel access priority could be.
By using the above configurations, variable sampling and adaptive network QoS adjustment are acquired. Most important, because system emergency and network congestion degree is dominating system sample period and network QoS, and sample period and network QoS could inversely affect the system emergency and network congestion degree, the tight coupling of communications, computing and physical dynamics we emphasize all the time is basically implemented.
IV. ILLUSTRATIVE CASE
In this section, using our co-simulation tool [19] as mentioned earlier, we conduct several experiments to 1172 JOURNAL OF NETWORKS, VOL. 9, NO. 5, MAY 2014 evaluate our adaptive approach via simulations. A formation control scenario with one leader and five followers in a MANET is set up. Different scenarios with different network congestion situations are simulated, and control performances of conventional and our adaptive approaches are investigated.
A. Experiment Configurations
We consider 6 agents in a 2-D plane, and agent labeled 0 is picked out as the leader, others are all treated as followers. Acceleration and velocity profiles of the leader for the first dimension are shown in Fig. 4 . Acceleration and velocity for the second dimension are set to zero. The following relative formation matrix is assigned: Table II .
In order to import different MANET traffic congestion conditions, besides the six network nodes for formation control, we also add different numbers of extra nodes moving at a uniform speed along the formation line to broadcast packets to produce traffic. The network parameters consistent with the IEEE 802.11p and scenario parameters are showed in Table III . In conventional approach, agents' broadcasting periods are fixed to 500ms. In contrast, in our adaptive approach, ( min P , max P ) is set to (100ms, 1000ms). According to the parameters setting, for conventional approach, when the total number of network nodes (include the six formation control agents) arrives: 
B. Analysis
To evaluate the control performance, similar to IAE (the Integral of the Absolute Error) in [27] Fig. 5 demonstrates AFE vs. time for conventional and adaptive approaches within a network of node number of 11, 31, 51 and 71, which respectively stand for low, medium, high and saturated network traffics. We can see that as congestion becomes more and more severe, AFE is bigger and bigger, which means that the formation control performance is worse and worse. But, it is obvious that performances of adaptive approach surpass the conventional one in all congestion conditions. That's because adaptive approach can bring much more control data and higher packet receiving rate when systems is in emergency by adaptively adjusting the sampling rates and network QoS. To be more specific, we present the congestions, ACs and emergencies of one of the five follower agents with 11, 31, 51 and 71 network nodes, shown in Fig. 6, 7 and 8. It can be seen that, combining the real time congestion condition and current formation dynamics emergency, the adaptive approach adaptively assigns appropriate AC to the wireless network interface to obtain proper network access priority. could provide different QoSs for wireless network is adopted; and crucially, the concept of emergency has been defined to describe the urgency degree a node want to access network channel and broadcast its data. Finally and the most importantly, taking use of all of the above components, the adaptive adjustment method that follows the principle of CPS's tight coupling of communication, computing and physical dynamics is proposed. Through simulation experiments, it can be concluded that our adaptive approach for multi-agent formation control systems could adaptively take full advantage of the limited network bandwidth or resource to assign to the proper network nodes, thus improve performances of the whole systems in the network as best as possible. In this paper, packet transmissions are assumed to be one-hop broadcasting. As CPS indicates, agents involved in a CPS usually have large scale, multi-hop broadcasting is essential for CPS application. In the future, we are going to investigate adaptive tight coupling scheme for multi-hop broadcasting communication for multi-agent formation control problem. Moreover, as developments of embedded system and wireless sensor and actuator network are rapid in recent years, researches on CPS become more and more popular and in demand. We have confident that our design methodology proposed in this paper is a good start for CPS researches and certainly would need further improvements and evaluations when applied to specific applications.
